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RYAN PINKERTON - PARTNER > PINKERTON ACCOUNTANTS

Saul and the team at Roundhouse have been a critical part 
of our business development over the past few years. 
We have complete trust in their ability to help us
successfully move forward into the future.

Roundhouse is the leading iPhone & Android app development
company in Brisbane and on the Gold Coast.

We design and develop mobile apps for iPhone, Android, Web, 
iPad & Android Tablets, working closely with our clients to turn 
their app ideas into reality.

Roundhouse have an experienced team 
of iPhone & Android app developers based locally.

We bring brands to life, helping them connect 
and digitally interact with their customers, propelling 
their business into the spotlight.
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WE ARE ROUNDHOUSE

GROW
YOUR BUSINESS 

WITH ROUNDHOUSE APPS



5. Offices in Brisbane and the Gold Coast
Roundhouse are your trusted local app experts. 
We specialise in world class app development solutions for 
customers and businesses located in Brisbane and the 
Gold Coast. We offer one to one personal support through-
out the development of your app and our friendly team of 
experts is on hand to assist with any enquires. 
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WHY WORK WITH ROUNDHOUSE?
1. Highly Experienced UI Designers & Developers
Our team of highly experienced and creative UI designers 
and developers are experts in their field and are dedicated 
to meeting your every need. 2. Proven track record with big brands and businesses

Roundhouse has a proven track record of working with large 
brands, government agencies, startups and small businesses
on projects big and small.

3. Dedicated project management team
Our expert in house team of project managers 
will guide you through the app process, 
managing every aspect of the process and 
ensuring a timely, quality delivery.

4. Full service development agency
As a full service creative agency, 
Roundhouse offers a total solution for your 
app project including: app brand design, 
integrated website development and app 
marketing. Our holistic approach ensures 
your app will stand out to the people who 
matter most - your customers. 

WE ARE
HERE TO HELP

YOUR SUCCESS IS OUR SUCCESS
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APP DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

IPAD APP DEVELOPMENT

WEB APP DEVELOPMENT

HOW CAN WE HELP YOU?
Our wealth of experience and knowledge enables us to offer 
a wide range of app development services. These include:

IOS APP DEVELOPMENT

ANDROID APP DEVELOPMENT

IPHONE APP DEVELOPMENT REQUIRES A HIGH DEGREE OF 
TECHNICAL SKILL AND STRATEGIC THINKING.

At Roundhouse, we approach the development of each iPhone app with 
the commitment to craft a ‘best in class’ app that delivers real success. 
We go beyond the technicalities of the app idea to discover the ‘story’ of 
your app in a holistic way. We work to understand you, your business 
and your goals - to provide the best solution at the right price. 

Our holistic approach to iPhone apps ensures a hands-on, highly 
personal and comprehensive service that extends from digital strategy to 
brand, app design & development, marketing and launch.

TODAY, ANDROID RULES THE MARKETPLACE AND ACCOUNTS FOR THE 
LION’S SHARE IN POPULAR DEVICE ACTIVATION WORLD-WIDE. OUR 
IN-HOUSE ANDROID APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT TEAM HAVE PROVEN 
MASTERY ON THIS PLATFORM. 

Again, it is a results driven ‘holistic approach’ that sets us apart from other companies.

For the team at Roundhouse, building a great app is not enough. The app must also 
achieve market success, reach download targets and deliver strong user engagement. 

We seek to understand your app idea from both a technological and strategic 
perspective. We take the time to learn the story behind your app. Our mission is to 
formulate a digital road-map and deliver a winning Android app that achieves your goals. 

Our full service approach to android app development features strategy, visual design 
and branding, ux design, coding & development, testing, launch and marketing. Your 
success is our success.

WE UNDERSTAND THAT AN IPAD APP MUST BE MORE THAN A 
‘SCALED UP’ VERSION OF AN IPHONE APP. IT MUST  BE A 
NATIVE IPAD APP, THAT IS DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE 
IPAD PLATFORM. 

This app must be built taking into account the larger on screen real-estate 
and technical specifications that distinguish the iPad from the iPhone. Users 
demand more than a technically sound app. A successful iPad app must 
also be intuitive & engaging and built to take advantage of those properties 
exclusive to the iPad.

OUR CUSTOM WEB APP SOLUTIONS EMPOWER SALES TEAMS, 
STREAMLINE WORKFLOWS, STRENGTHEN RELATIONSHIPS WITH 
YOUR CONSUMERS AND SIMPLIFY THE DELIVERY OF INFORMATION. 

What is a web app and how does it differ from an Android or iPhone app?

A web app is essentially a website built using HTML5, CSS3 etc. In functionality, it 
resembles an app and can be readily accessed via a mobile browser. The key 
advantage of a web app is that it can be used across all platforms and devices. 
Note that web apps are not accepted in any of the native app stores and cannot 
utilise native APIs or device specific hardware features.



Android App Development
Whatever your requirements, Roundhouse have a pricing plan to match. We have developed a range of 
low cost Android app packages from just S4950.
HTML5 Web/Hybrid App Development
If native applications are not suitable for your project or you'd prefer a cross-platform ready HTML5 app, 
our team can help.
PHP Back-end Development
From initial project conception our team can design and implement your back-end CMS system and API 
interfaces.
JSON/XML API Integration
Our team can integrate with your existing platform or build bespoke APIs using JSON or XML data 
structures.
AWS Cloud CDN Integration
Integrating your mobile application with cloud services to improve speed, reliability and scalability.
UI/UX Design
Our expert team can create an intuitive, creative User Interface centred around the user experience and 
tailored to your exact requirements.
Mobile Marketing
Reach out to mobile audiences and increase app downloads with our flexible and affordable marketing 
services.

PAUL LEWIN - PAUL LEWIN PHOTOGRAPHY

Roundhouse Creative and Saul produce clever and well designed web sites 
and apps. Saul takes time to really understand the business and its customers 
before producing sites and apps that produce results. 
I highly recommend Saul and his team.
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HAVE YOU GOT AN IDEA FOR AN APP?

STRATEGY
The digital world offers new opportunities for individuals, 
startups and enterprises to drive innovation, grow market share 
and respond meaningfully to customer needs. Our digital strategy 
can put you at the forefront with innovative products and services 
delivered via seamless, cross-channel experiences.

DESIGN
Get to know our winning design team. 
Our intuitive understanding of user interfaces and experiences 
ensures a design resolution that is more than pixel deep.
It is about your brand and your story. The experience has to be 
seamless, memorable and humanised.

MARKETING
The digital landscape has revolutionised marketing. Mobile is the 
new horizon - providing location, context and personalised data 
to today’s marketer. At Roundhouse, we not only help your app 
reach download targets, we leverage the power of mobile to take 
your marketing strategy to the next level.

TESTING
We rigorously test every app on real world devices. This ensures 
high standards of performance, quality and reliability across 
every platform. We place the customer and brand experience at 
heart of our testing and monitoring process.

CROSS PLATFORM EXPERTS
Cross platform app development is an effective answer to 
emerging challenges such as device diversity and platform 
fragmentation. Roundhouse can help you create a multi-platform 
experience that caters perfectly to your user and business needs.

GAMING
Bring us your vision for your game. Our friendly team can assist 
with all aspects of game creation, from initial concept to beautiful 
artwork, motion design and programming. Maximise your 
revenue with in app purchases via leading ad networks. 

DEVICE INTEGRATION
The seamless integration of mobile apps with external hardware 
reveals new opportunities for enterprises. Let Roundhouse 
integrate your mobile apps and hardware requirements to 
supply agility, innovation and transformative efficiency to all your 
business processes.

CONTENT MANAGEMENT
Content management systems are the foundation of all digital 
operations. Roundhouse can help you build a customised 
content management - tailored to your precise needs. We have 
cost effective solutions to help you create and manage your 
content effectively and efficiently.

At Roundhouse we offer a multitude of benefits
for your business and consumer apps.
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IPHONE AND ANDROID APP FEATURES
Learn more about the range of features you can integrate into your app.

Push Notifications
Push Notifications are fast becoming one of the most effective ways to connect 
with your customers. Push Notifications allow you to send a simple text based 
message to users of your application and typically they get a 97% read rate. Push 
Notifications are easy, the functionality can be built in to your app and 
notifications are FREE to send no matter how often.

GPS/Directions
Using GPS on smartphones benefits the user and improves the overall 
experience. We can build applications that use GPS to detect a customer's current 
location and send this into a default mapping system such as Google Maps, 
meaning your customers can get turn by turn directions right to your location.

Content Management
Using a custom made CMS you can control your app from anywhere you have an 
internet connection. A custom made interface allows you to edit pictures, text, 
videos/audio in realtime and can be included within your app project.

Click to Call
Click to Call makes it effortless for your customers to get in touch. No more writing 
numbers down or saying them over and over. The Click to Call feature means your 
customer only has to press one button to make the call.

Social Media
Whether it be Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+ or Pinterest we can embed 
most social media services into your applications, making it easy for your 
customers to connect to your social pages and even read feeds directly from 
within your app.

Emails
Email forms can be added into your application just like on websites. Alternatively 
you can choose to open the default email program such as iOS Mail or Gmail so 
your customers can send directly from their own email address.

Photo Gallery
Photo Galleries provide a great way to showcase your products and services. 
Images can be updated from a custom CMS so whenever you've got a new photo 
your app will update instantly.

Branding
Your mobile phone is one of the few items you keep with you constantly, that's 
why having your brand embedded onto your customer's device is so powerful. 
Even if your customer is not thinking about your brand they will be constantly 
reminded every time they pick up their phone and see your app icon.

Mobile E-Commerce
We can include mobile e-commerce into your application meaning that your 
customers can now buy via your app from their mobile phone.

Mobile Booking
Mobile Booking makes it easy for your application to send bookings to your email 
address, database or 3rd party booking system.



When it comes to apps these features are amongst the most common
but are by no means the only ones available. 
When it’s Your Idea - The Sky’s the Limit

IPHONE AND ANDROID APP FEATURES
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Video
Videos are one of the most effective ways of communicating your 

message to customers. We can embed video directly into your 
application or pull the videos from the internet or a 3rd party service 

like YouTube or Vimeo.

Customer Loyalty
Keeping customers coming back to you is one of the most cost 

effective ways of marketing. We can embed loyalty systems into your 
application which allow your customers to earn points and in return 

get freebies or money off vouchers.

Calculators
If you offer a service that depends on specific calculations such as 
distance, time or finance our applications can calculate based off 

pre-defined rules you provide as well as external data feeds.

Audio
Audio can be embedded into your application, as a background track 

or multiple audio players, for listening to a series of tracks or clips. 
Audio can also be streamed over the internet directly into your 

application or fed from 3rd party audio web services.

RSS/News Feeds
If you already have an existing website/blog or external news feed, 

we can pull data into your app and even store it locally on the 
handset so that your customers can still see your feeds when they 

don't have an internet connection.

Camera
We can use the in-built cameras on iPhones, iPads and other 

smartphones and tablets to allow your customers to take pictures 
and upload them to social media or send via email.

QR Code Scanner
QR Code usage has exploded over the last few years and more and 

more customers require this feature in their applications. 



SCHEDULESCHEDULE

AN OBLIGATION FREEAN OBLIGATION FREE

GET STARTED

CONSULTATION WITH AN APP EXPERT TODAYCONSULTATION WITH AN APP EXPERT TODAY

PH. 1300 727 749PH. 1300 727 749
WWW.ROUNDHOUSE.CCWWW.ROUNDHOUSE.CC

BUILD YOUR BUSINESS

WITH OUR 360° SOLUTIONS
GRAPHIC DESIGN

SEO

WEB DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT

APP DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

ILLUSTRATIONEMAIL MARKETING

PRINTING

INFOGRAPHICS

SOUND DESIGN

MOTION DESIGN

BRAND / LOGO

STRATEGY PASSION

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

GROWTH


